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Benefits
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Step 3 Software sends email or text to patient with
portal link

Features
Step
4 Patient:
Point of care auto-answer to check on patients or residents

+
A. Clicks on portal link
+ Remote controlled camera with Follow My Finger™
B. Quickly answers and submits triage questions
technology
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+ Documentation capabilities during remote visit
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B. Initiates video consult to begin consultation
C. Documents encounter within the portal
D. Summary note auto-generated upon completion
with ability to send to EHR
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+ EHR integration for seamless work and data flow
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Benefits
+ Minimize staff exposure to infectious disease
+ Reduce consumption of scarce PPE resources
+ Optimize staff and resources through automated
prioritization of patients
+ Enhance medical readiness and population health
+ No downloads or installation
+ Includes full maintenance and 24/7 support

Patients

+
+

+ Immediate access to provider from home
+ Use own device (iOS/Android mobile,
Windows/Mac)
Interpreter-on-Demand integration
+ One-click access
Integrated medical examination devices
+ No software installation needed
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